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Main urban centres
Algiers, Boumerdas
Oran, Tebessa, Constantine

Exchange rate (1 July 2022): 1 USD = [a]
1 PPP$ = (2021) [b]

146.71 Algerian dinar (DZD)
42.24 Algerian dinar (DZD)

Total population [2021] [b] |  Urban population [2021] [b]
Population growth rate [2021] [b] |  Urbanisation rate [2021] [b]
Percentage of urban population living in slums [d]
Population living less than 5m above sea level (2010) [b]
Most common fuels used by households |  by B40 households 
Percentage of female-headed households 
Percent of population that have received at least 1 dose of COVID-19
vaccination as of 1 October [c]
Unemployment rate (% of total labour force, national estimate) (2017) [b]
Percentage of women participating in the labour market formally (2021) [b]
Gini coefficient (2018) [b]
HDI country ranking (2020) [d] |  HDI country score (2021) [d]

44 616 626 |  33 132 753
1.73% |  2.44%
n/a
0.8%
n/a |  n/a
n/a

17.9%
10.0%
16.0%
27.6
96 |  0.57

GDP per capita (Current US$) [2021] [b]
GDP (Current US$) [2021] [b]
GDP growth rate [2021] [b]
Inflation rate (2021) [b]
Lending interest rate (2021) [b]
Proportion of adult population that borrowed formally (2021) [b]

US$3 765
US$167 983 million
3.80%
7.2%
8.0%
38.0%

Number of residential mortgages outstanding 
Value of residential mortgages outstanding (USD) [2019] [e]
Prevailing residential mortgage rate [f] |  Term [g]
Maximum LTV on a residential mortgage [h]
Ratio of mortgages to GDP (2021)
Number of residential mortgage providers
Percentage of women who own a house alone and/or jointly
Number of microfinance loans outstanding (2021) [i]
Value of microfinance loans (USD) (2021) [i]
Number of microfinance providers [i]

n/a
US$31.70 million
4 – 10% |  40 years
70%
2.09%
n/a
n/a
944 558
US$27.26 million
603

Total number of residential properties with a title deed
Number of formal dwellings completed annually [2020] [j]
Number of residential projects certified by EDGE
Price of the cheapest, newly built house by a formal developer or
contractor in an urban area in local currency units [j]
Size of cheapest, newly built house by a formal developer or contractor in
an urban area [j]
Typical monthly rental for the cheapest, newly built house 
Cost of standard 50kg bag of cement in local currency units [k]
Type of deeds registry: digital, scanned or paper (2020) [l]
World Bank Ease of Doing Business index rank (2020) [l]
Time to register property (days) |  Cost to register property (2020) [l]
World Bank DBI Quality of Land Administration index score (0-30) 
(2020) [l]

n/a
290 000
n/a

7 100 000 DZD

82m2

63 000 DZD
1 100 DZD (US$7.50)
Paper
157
55 days |  7.50%

7.1

NB: Figures are for 2022 unless stated otherwise.

[a]    Xe.com
[b]    World Bank World Development Indicators
[c]    Johns Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource Center
[d]    United Nations Human Settlements Programme

(UN-HABITAT)
[e]    Oxford Business Group
[f]     Numbeo

[g]    Algerian National Bank
[h]    International Monetary Fund
[i]     National Microcredit Management Agency
[j]     National Housing Fund
[k]    eBourse.dz
[l]     World Bank Ease of Doing Business Indicators
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Overview

Located in North Africa, Algeria is a country of 44.6 million inhabitants on
an area of 2 382 million km2.1 The urban population increased from 60% in
2000 to 74% of the total population in 2021 and is mainly concentrated in
cities such as Algiers, Oran, Setif and Djelfa.2 To support the high level of
urbanisation, the authorities deliver housing as part of housing supply
programmes using different formulas according to the applicant’s income.
These programmes had enabled the delivery of 320 000 housing units across
the different wilayas (administrative regions) by 2021 and have contributed
to the eradication of most (90%) of the country’s slums.3

The COVID-19 pandemic has weakened the country’s economy which
contracted by 4.9% in 20204 despite a period of strong economic growth
(6% during the last quarters of 2020).  This growth was explained by revenues
from the marketing of hydrocarbons, which represent 30% of gross domestic
product (GDP), 60% of budget revenues and more than 95% of exports.5 A
recovery of the economy was noted in 2021 with GDP growth at 3.8%
thanks to the recovery in external demand, mainly for oil, whose production
and prices were rising, reducing the budget deficit by 4.8 percentage points.
Inflation rate increased in 2021 to 7.2%.  This was accompanied by an easing
of monetary policy with the minimum reserve requirement being reduced
from 10% to 2% and the policy rate from 5% to 3%.6 The multi-dimensional
poverty rate decreased from 2.1% to 1. 4% between 2013 and 2019.7

Located on the Mediterranean Sea the country is exposed to natural hazards
such as floods, earthquakes, droughts, forest fires, coastal and soil erosion that
hinders government action in the housing sector, especially in urban areas.  To
guard against this, Algeria has a legal framework, the Disaster Risk
Management, focusing on reconstruction rather than prevention and
mitigation in a context of increased climate risks. 

Access to finance

The Algerian financial sector is composed of a non-banking system including
microcredit (82%) and a banking system (73% of GDP).8 The Algerian
banking sector is composed of the Bank of Algeria, 20 commercial banks, nine
financial institutions and other financial institutions including a stock exchange
and a clearing company.9 The country has about 1 200 bank branches, and
public banks dominate with almost 75% of transactions.10 Public banks
control most of the market and collect 85.5% of deposits and grant 87.5% of
credits. The banking sector is dominated11 by six major public banks: Banque
Nationale d’Algérie (BNA), Banque Extérieure d’Algérie (BEA), Banque de
l'Agriculture et du Développement Rural (BADR), Banque de développement
Local (BDL), Crédit Populaire d'Algérie (CPA) and Caisse Nationale
d'Epargne et de Prévoyance (CNEP).  A private bank with Algerian capital
has been active on the local market for more than 15 years. 

At the end of  March 2021, outstanding loans from public banks were more
than DA9 711 billion (US$66.2 billion), an increase of DA67 billion (US$456.7
million) compared to the end of December 2020. Of this total, DA4 087
billion (US$27.8 billion) was from the private sector.12 Microcredit has,
enabled financing, via the National Agency for the Management of Micro-

Credit (ANGEM), of nearly DA62 billion (US$422.6 million). Fifty percent of microcredits
were granted to women (30% in rural areas and 20% for housewives).13 However,
financial inclusion indicators have seen a modest change from 2017. The percentage of
adults with an account increased from 43% to 44% in 2021 with a more pronounced
evolution among women, 29% to 31% in 2021.14

State subsidies continue to account for a significant proportion of the amounts allocated
to housing.  Public housing subsidies amounted to between 3% and 3.5% of GDP per
year for the years 2020 and 2021.15 The volume of mortgage loans is estimated at less
than DA400 billion (US$2.8 billion) or less than 2% of GDP.16 The vast majority of these
mortgages are granted by public banks whose market shares represent 95%.17 The same
is true of the holders of housing loans – 5% of Algerians held them in 2017 with a
marginal proportion among women (2%).18 Mortgages remain reserved for households
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with sufficient income (so that one third of the monthly income could be used as
a monthly repayment) that is also permanent and regular, which excludes
households whose income comes from the informal sector.  Banks most often
require Algerian applicants to have a stable, regular income equal to at least the
National Minimum Guaranteed Salary (SNMG), a minimum personal contribution
of 10% of the housing price, with a capacity for constant monthly repayments up
to 30 to 40% of their Overall Net Monthly Income, and possibly a deposit.19 A
loan from CNEP, a bank that finances 100% of the amount of acquisition of the
property to young first time homeowners, is an exception.  To further boost the
sector, the authorities intend to rely on banking digitalisation (electronic payment),
privatisation of the sector (opening of capital from public banks to private
investors), and the granting of Halal credit.20

Affordability 

Despite the state’s efforts to support housing, access to affordable housing is a
challenge for a large part of the Algerian population.  This is the case of
promotional housing units (LPAs), which are contracted by the state, targeting
middle income households (whose incomes are less than or at least equal to six
times the national minimum wage) but considered unaffordable for some
households, especially those who live in large cities such as Constantine. For
example, F2 apartments are sold for more than DA2 500 000 (US$17 040), F3s
for DA3 500 000 (US$23 856),21 F4s for DA4 400 000 (US$29 991), while F5s
are worth DA5 400 000 (US$36 807).22

According to the National Federation of Real Estate Agencies, real estate prices
in Algeria fell in 2022.  The average rent ranges from DA15 000 (US$102) to
DA55 000 (US$375) in all wilayas (regions) of the country, depending on the
region and the size of the dwelling.23 The average selling price of a collective
dwelling (vertical building with a few dwellings, located on different floors and
designed to accommodate several families) of 83m2 is between DA3 154 000
(US$21 498) and DA16 185 000 (US$110 319).24 The drop in prices, estimated
at 15% for small properties and 40% for large properties in all the wilayas of the
country, certainly benefits some Algerians.  However, prices  are still high in relation
to the purchasing power of the middle class: the average monthly salary is
DA42 000 (US$286), lower than the expenses of a family of five, estimated at
DA81 000 (US$552)25 including DA31 100 (US$212) for housing. This brings
the number of years needed for the acquisition of a dwelling to 15 years for
collective housing and 39 years for individual housing.26

These different factors combined with the estimated population growth rate of
2. 2% exacerbate the demand for housing, currently estimated at 200 000 units
per year,27 with a high representation of young applicants.  The inability to satisfy
the latter favours the development of informal markets.  These informal markets
account for nearly 80% of real estate transactions.28 To deal with these
irregularities, which plague the financing of housing, the state will open the Banque
de l'Habitat in November 2022.29 This aims to make public rental housing of a
social nature accessible through finance from state budgets from 31 December
2022.  Also being established are real estate loans for emigrants and Halal credits
granted by the CNEP, which is included in  the list of banks offering Halal financing
(such as Al Baraka Bank, Salam Bank, National Bank of Algeria).

Housing supply

The most important player in the Algerian real estate market is the state, which
is committed to providing housing for all citizens, respecting their constitutional
rights.  This public housing promotion was responsible for 150 000 housing units,
compared to 2 000 built by the private sector by 2017.30 Despite efforts to grant
more construction projects to the private sector, private developers are
constrained by access to land being difficult. 

Algeria has a housing stock of 10 million units with an occupancy rate of 4.4 people
per house.31 The owners are in the majority.  At the national level, 74. 8% of
owners are homeowners (72.5% in urban areas) and 10.4% rent their
accommodation (13. 4% in urban areas).32 Much of the housing supply is provided
through housing programmes.  A total of 320 000 units of all types were delivered
across the different wilayas (regions) in 202133 as part of the President of the
Republic's programme to build one million homes during the 2020-2024 five-year
period (60% of which will be rural housing).34 In addition, during the first quarter
of 2022, 408 000 housing units were completed under the 1 288 365 housing
programme, 391 000 units (30%) are under construction and 345 000 units (26%)
are awaiting start-up. Construction of 41 000 units is at a standstill and nearly

72 000 other units (6%) are in the process of being delivered.35 The number of
dwellings delivered amounted to 45 065 dwellings, of which 12 814 were public
rental units (LPL), 17 726 hire-purchase units, 1 768 LPA, 9 678 rural dwellings,
2 941 social housing units and 138 public promotional housing units (LPP).

In summary, since 2020, 700 000 homes have been delivered to three million
people.36 The connection of water, electricity and gas is also considered in housing
policy.  This brings access rates to high levels: 100% for drinking water supply in
urban areas, 91% for sanitation, 99% for electricity and 65% for gas.37 In addition,
an envelope of nearly DA38 billion (US$259 million) will be released for the
connection to gas and electricity in 2022.38

These efforts have resulted in a sharp reduction in precarious housing in Algeria.
The country has virtually eliminated 80% of precarious housing in large urban
agglomerations that covered about 40% of the area of Algerian cities.39 A total
of 250 000 families have been relocated through state programmes.40 Efforts
have also focused on the promotion of local building materials.  It was in this
context that the government included many building materials (iron, cement) and
finishing materials (tiles, earthenware and paint) on the list of products prohibited
for import. This resulted in a drop in the bill for imports of building materials:
DA117.4 billion (US$800 million) in 2021 against DA 176 billion (US$1.2 billion)
in 2019 and DA308 billion (US$2.1 billion) in 2015.41 The country achieves self-
sufficiency in building materials such as cement, iron, ceramics, and for the first
time, housing whose building materials are 100% sourced in Algeria are being built.
However, the increase in the prices of building materials by 45% to 50%, for mainly
speculative reasons, increases the price of new housing and constitutes a blockage
for the projects of construction and public works companies, which risk working
at a loss or bankruptcy.  To this must be added the administrative delays in obtaining
a building permit, which requires a period of 131 days and a constitutes 6.5% of
the cost of the house.42

Property markets

The real estate market has been experiencing a drop in prices following the
COVID-19 pandemic. Real estate prices fell at the end of 2021 and in 2022, for
the first time in more than eight years. Prices have fallen by 15% for small
properties and by 40% for large properties in all wilayas (regions) of the country.
The CNL estimates that the selling prices of collective housing declined by
approximately 4% between 2017 and 2021. Over the same period, the average
price of an 89m2 apartment increased from DA8.1 million (US$55 211) in 2017
to DA7.5 million (US$51 121) in 2021. Prices for detached houses have fallen by
1% and rent by 14%, with prices for detached houses falling from DA27 million
(US$184 036) in 2017 to DA24.5 million (US$166 995), rent from DA30 000
(US$204) in 2017 to DA 25 000 (US$170) in 2021 for multi-family dwellings, and
from DA65 000 (US$443) to DA49 000 (US$334) for detached houses. Rents in
the western capital region are higher than in the eastern region. Particularly for
the wilaya (region) of Algiers, the sales prices of apartments with an average
surface area of 91m2 were DA189 000 (US$1 288) in 2021 against DA195 000
(US$1 329) in 2017, which represents a decrease of 3%.  The price of a detached
house has fallen by 23% since 2017. Rent decreased from DA56 000 (US$382)
to DA52 000 (US$354) for apartments with a surface area of 90m2 and stands
were DA60 000 (US$409) in 2021 compared to DA128 000 (US$872) in 2017
for detached houses.43

Demand has also shrunk due to the decline in the purchasing power of Algerians
and the economic consequences of the pandemic.  This is reflected in a decline in
real estate transactions. Bank Al-Maghrib and the National Agency for Land
Conservation, Cadastre and Cartography recorded a decrease of 22.5% in the
number of transactions, in line with the decline of 20.4% of sales of residential
property and 37.7% of the land.44 Real estate development companies sometimes
find it difficult to sell houses despite discounts.  In addition, there is a strong
predominance of the informal sector in the real estate market.  Five hundred real
estate agents have disappeared from the market out of a total of 1 900 real estate
agencies in 2021, probably in favour of the informal market which represents nearly
70% according to the latest estimates in 2018.45 The sales periods are also long:
it takes several months to obtain the land register at a cost that can reach 7% of
the declared value.

Innovations to revitalise the real estate market concern, for example, the project
to the dematerialisation land conservation activities, launched in 2017 and funded
by nearly DA700 million (US$4.77 million), aims to digitise the land register and
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land registration operations, creating a centralised database and establishing a
National Land and State Information Centre.  The first stage has been completed
and nearly 12 million documents were digitised in 2020.46 Another innovation is
establishment of a digital platform to monitor the progress of the state’s real estate
projects. 

Policy and legislation

Access to decent housing is a constitutionally guaranteed right.  To this end, the
state has set up ambitious housing supply programmes with different formulas,
such as rent-to-own housing (AADL), promotional housing (APL), LPP, LPL, rural
housing, and LPP for the Algerian community living abroad. Access to each of these
formulas is defined by decree.  The conditions of acquisition depend on the
monthly income of the applicant.  Thus, the LPL is reserved for Algerians with an
income of less than DA24 000 (US$164), the AADL, the LPA and rural housing
for incomes between DA24 000 (US$163) and six times the guaranteed national
minimum wing (SNMG,) and the LPP for incomes between six and 12 times the
SNMG.47 The state also provides a direct subsidy to the beneficiary of the housing
ranging from DA40 000 (US$273) to DA1 000 000 (US$6 816).

The government has begun drafting the necessary legal texts for the conversion
of CNL into a financial institution specialising in the financing of housing projects
and the law for the creation of the Housing Bank.  The draft Finance Law (PLF) of
2022, currently being studied and debated at the level of the Finance and Budget
Committee of the National People's Congress, proposes to make non-transferable,
from 31 December 2022, housing in the public rental sector of a social nature
financed by state budget assistance. In addition, planned from 2022, is a 10%
reduction for the benefit of persons with AADL housing who pay the value of
the housing or tranches in a single payment. There is also a reduction of 25% on
property income from residential rental to be retained in the tax on the overall
revenue (IRG). Gross annual rents above DA600 000 (US$4 090) are now subject
to the IRG according to the new progressive scale. Proportional tax rates (7%
and 15%) for property income whose annual amounts are less than DA600 000
(US$4 090) will be maintained. The PLF also provides, in the context of a
Mourabaha contract, for a reduction in the assessment for calculating the IRG
equivalent to the amount of the pre-agreed profit margin contracted for the
acquisition of housing.

Opportunities 

The Algerian real estate market offers different opportunities to players.  The state
intends to deliver 579 500 housing units in the period 2021-2024 as part of the
new programme for the construction of one million homes. Such state-subsidised
housing supply programmes leave room for manoeuvre for domestic and foreign
private real estate developers with high standards, which are expensive for low
income households.  It will be necessary, however, to provide solutions beforehand
for the problems of private real estate developers related to credits, customs taxes
and the lack of land bases, in addition to the use of public land for housing and
public facilities.

Algeria is full of tourism potential with a diversity and variety of landscapes, culture
and history.48 Moreover, the state has taken a number of measures favorable to
investors which encourage real estate investments especially in the capital of the
country.  The new Investment Law published in the Official Journal on 31 July 2022

aims to simplify and digitise procedures and offers many tax-related privileges for
investors. It provides for the establishment of a digital platform where real estate
investment projects are published and the creation of a one-stop shop to facilitate
the obtaining of a building permit. Foreigners can also invest and benefit from the
same conditions for obtaining the land and can pay by self-financing or bank credit.
For the purchase of an apartment, they can benefit from a tax subsidy and tax
assistance with customs duties in the case of importation of equipment for work,
as well as receive a discount on the customs tax.

Self-sufficiency in building materials for cement, iron, ceramics and almost all
materials used in housing construction49 opened the door to the export of
building materials. The state covers 50% of the cost of shipping building materials
to allow Algerian producers to export to foreign markets.

Availability of data on housing finance

The National Statistical Information System is composed of several
instruments including the National Statistical Council, the National
Statistics Office, the statistical services of administrations and local
authorities, public bodies and specialized in statistical polling institutes. 

The data used in this profile is mostly collected from reports produced
by international bodies such as the World Bank and Oxford Business
Group, in addition to statistics from the National Statistics Office, the
Ministry of Housing, Urban Planning and the City, and the Central Bank.
However, the updating of certain data is problematic, particularly
mortgage figures. The number of microfinance institutions, and the total
number of residential properties with title deeds could not be obtained.
In addition, a data platform on the public-private, urban-rural and also
male-female  distribution of housing and real estate development would
make it possible to better monitor changes in the sector.

ALGERIA – Considering housing affordability from a household perspective

For low income households seeking access to affordable housing,
affordability is dependent on a number of factors, including income,
competing expenses, transport costs (which are likely linked to housing
location), and the cost of finance. Data specific to individual countries
and housing developments is often not available, thus requiring
evidence-based assumptions to generate estimates of affordability.

In order to get a better grasp on the affordability of home ownership
in various countries, we considered two simplified scenarios – law
enforcement officer and teacher. These entry-level occupations were
chosen because they are fundamental to the economy and society,
comprise a large portion of the formal workforce in most African
countries, and are fairly secure while having relatively low skills entry
points. 

The two occupations are also inclusive of both genders, since in many
countries, teachers are female while law enforcement officers are
male. 

Cautionary notes
It must be emphasized that these are hypothetical scenarios
– not calculations based on comprehensive research of income
levels in each country. 

We have based our calculations on some generic assumptions
applicable to all countries, including 30% of household income
spent on housing. We are also assuming a household is eligible
for a formal mortgage, and that such financing is available –
which may not be true for substantial segments of the
country’s population. Alternative forms of finance, including
non-mortgage finance, and once-off income sources (e.g.
pension payouts or inheritances) are not taken into account. 

The calculations used the prevailing terms and conditions for
mortgages in the specific country, as collected through our
annual Yearbook data collection process.

Mortgage assumptions – Algeria

–   7.0% interest rate                                          –   40 year loan tenor
–   30% deposit                                                  

If you are a law 
enforcement 
officer living in a 
major urban area

If you are a
teacher 
living in a major 
urban area

who earns
DA42 000
per month

who earns
DA36 000
per month

you could afford
to purchase a 
DA2.897 million
house with 
a mortgage.

you could afford
to purchase a 
DA 2.483 million
house with 
a mortgage.

Green applications for affordable housing 

President Abdelmadjid Tebboune is committed to encouraging the
building and public works sector to adopt energy-efficient environmental
standards and to reduce the use of environmentally harmful materials.
The building sector occupies a prominent place in energy transition
policies in particular, as it absorbs 42% of total energy consumption.50

Nearly 80%51 of compliance measures are met for most products,
including cement, concrete reinforcing bars, doors and windows, sealing
products. The use of PVC in housing projects instead of wood to
preserve forest wealth is an illustration of this.

Algeria has a law on energy management and thermal regulations in
buildings, revised in 2016.  The DTR C3.2/4 law is based on a verification
of compliance for the winter and summer period: for each period, heat
losses by transmission through the walls must be less than a reference
value.52 This law concerns new construction and the authorities are
also working on the “thermal rehabilitation” of existing buildings.
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Green applications for affordable housing cont

Energy efficiency mainly concerns the building, transport and industrial
sectors, and aims to achieve an overall energy saving of around 60Mtoe
by 2030 and 30Mtoe beyond 203053 and to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 7% to 22%54 over a period of 15 years. The authorities are
now ensuring the use of means guaranteeing energy efficiency in the
construction of social housing: LED lamps, thermal insulation techniques,
double-glazing systems and the use of solar panels for public lighting.  To
this must be added the housing thermal insulation programmes,55 the
creation of a commission for renewable energies and energy efficiency,
the development of Algerian Thermal Regulation software for the
thermal calculations necessary for the new thermal regulation, the DTR
C3.2/4 law, and the implementation of a green consumer credit (solar
panels and water heaters). To apply DTR C3.2/4 effectively, it is necessary
to rely on a synergy between public and private financing, by adapting
the supply of financing to the needs of the energy efficiency market, and
to support local manufacturers  of thermal insulation. 
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